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DOCUMENT SCOPE 
This document was created by the RSA Professional Services team to help guide customers through RSA IGL 
use-cases using out of the box functionality. It includes details of the components used and steps required to 
deliver the use cases specified.  
 
It does not give full exact configuration as this will be specific to your environment. 
 

AUDIENCE  
Readers are expected to have a basic understanding of the functionality, layout and configuration of the 

following components within RSA IGL: 

 

• Request buttons 

• Request forms 

• Workflows 

• AFX Connectors 

• Account Collectors 

• Multi-App Account Collectors 

• Reports 

 

IMPORTANT 
Apply configuration to non-production environments first. Only promote to Production like environments 
once the solution has been fully tested. Always take a backup of the environment before making changes.  
 
If you need assistance and require RSA PS to support, please contact your local Sales rep. 
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1 REQUIREMENT 
In most, if not all larger organisations, Active Directory (AD) is used as a way of managing who can access 

certain applications and what actions they can perform within the application. 

 

For example, if your account is a member of AD group BMS_ViewOnly you’ll have View Only permissions 

within the BMS application. 

 

 
 

Early phases of an RSA IGL project focus on visibility, and this typically includes the collection of all accounts, 

groups and group memberships from a primary AD domain. Although this data provides great insight in to the 

AD environment, it doesn’t quickly and clearly identify which AD managed applications users have access to. 

 

As this data is already collected in to RSA IGL, there needs to be a logical way of linking the collected data to 

the separate applications without having to configure multiple collectors or re-collect the same data. 

   

 

2 USE CASE 
As an administrator, I want to be able to create AD managed applications within RSA IGL using the data 

already collected without the need for multiple collectors. 

 

Once created, these applications must be clearly visible under the user’s access tab and displayed as separate 

items from the main AD access when performing reviews. Once groups are associated to an application, they 

must not appear again under the main AD directory. 

 

When requesting access, end users must be displayed the application and access available, not a full list of AD 

groups that may be meaningless to them.  
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3 SOLUTION 
This solution uses the following components within RSA IGL to meet the requirements: 

 

• Request button 

• Request forms 

• Fulfilment workflow 

• AFX Connector 

• LDAP Account Collector 

• LDAP Multi App Account Collector 

 

A form is used to pick an application within RSA IGL and then select the AD group/s that should be associated 

to it. Similarly, a separate form is used to remove the application association. 

 

Each form has a fulfilment workflow associated with it, this loops through the groups selected and triggers a 

Provisioning Command node to call the Update a Group capability on the AFX connector. This will then update 

the specified attribute on the AD group directly in AD with the associated application detail. 

 

NOTE: If AFX is not in use, the changes must be fulfilled manually. 

 

The Group Search Filter on the existing AD Account Collector is updated to include only groups where the 

selected attribute is null. This means AD groups with associated applications will no longer be collected by this 

collector. 

 

An additional Multi App Account Collector is created to only collect AD groups where the selected attribute is 

not null. This means only AD groups with associated applications will be collected by this collector.  

 

By excluding these groups from one collector and collecting them in the other, it means there is no data 

duplication. 

 

The accounts collected from the existing AD Account Collector are referenced by setting this as the ‘directory 

for accounts’ on the newly created AD Applications. 
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4 CAVEATS – MUST READ BEFORE CONFIGURING 

4.1 Version 
All configuration and testing of this solution has been verified against RSA IGL version 7.1 P03 and version 7.2.   

 

4.2 Environment Control 
Apply configuration to non-production environments first and only promote to Production once the solution 
has been fully tested. Always take a backup of the environment before making changes.  
 

4.3 Single Domain 
The solution described below only works with a single AD domain. It is not configured to work with AD Groups 

from different domains being associated with applications. 

 

4.4 AD Attribute 
This solution relies entirely on the associated application detail being applied to the group/s within AD and 

available to collect in to RSA IGL. 

 

Without this, it is not possible to configure the required exclude/include logic and will therefore result in 

duplication of data.  

 

The configuration described below uses extensionAttribute1 to hold the associated application detail. 

4.5 AFX 
This solution requires AFX to automatically make updates on AD.  

 

This document assumes an AFX connector is configured with Create Account and Add Account to AD Group 

capabilities for the AD domain.  

 

If AFX is not in use, the updates to capture the associated application details against the AD group must be 

performed manually. Steps to manually perform this are not captured within this document. 

 

As per item 4.4, it is vital that the application detail is available to collect from AD. 

 

4.6 Same Group for multiple applications 
This solution only supports a 1:1 mapping of AD group to application. It is not possible to assign the same AD 

group to multiple applications. 

 

4.7 Nested Groups 
This solution will not work where a group nesting model have been implemented.  Accounts which receive the 
application groups via a nested will not be accurately reflected against the applications 
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4.8 Roles 
Where Roles exist in RSA IGL that contain AD groups, if those AD groups are then associated to an application, 

it will result in the AD groups being removed from the Role.  

 

This is because the AD group is excluded from the original Account Collector and the role therefore assumes it 

no longer exists. The AD groups re-collected using the Multi-App collector would need to be manually added 

back to the Role.   

 

Where possible, it is recommended that this solution is implemented before configuring Roles within RSA IGL.  

4.9 Business Descriptions 
If Business Descriptions (Admin > Descriptions) have been used to update names, descriptions, etc. of AD 

Groups, these will need to be re-applied once the group is removed from the AD directory and collected under 

its own separate application.  
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4.10 Group DN 
The full DN (Distinguished Name) must be collected against the group. This is used by the fulfilment workflow 

and AFX.  

 

4.11 Directory for Accounts 
For the AD managed applications, the Directory for Accounts must be set to the AD directory where accounts 

are collected. This is because the accounts from this directory will then be added to the specific AD Groups to 

grant the application access.  

 

If this option wasn’t used, it would result in accounts being duplicated (collected twice). Additionally, from a 

fulfilment perspective it could result in AD accounts being incorrectly created within the application when an 

AD account already exists.  

 

From an AD managed application perspective, this means that the Accounts tab will include all AD accounts 

not just those accounts that have access to the application. 
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5 DISCLAIMER 
All configuration and testing has been performed against controlled data within a demo environment. 

Therefore, it has not been heavily load tested or used to process large quantity of requests. 

 

It is highly recommended that this configuration first be added to a non-production environment and tested 

against real life data before promoting to further environments.  

 

Always take a backup of the environment/s before making any significant changes. 
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6 CONFIGURATION 
The below configuration is based on AFX already being in use and configured for AD. 

 

For the purpose of this document, the attribute used within AD to hold the associated application detail is 

extensionAttribute1. If this attribute is not available within your environment, the following will require 

adjusting to bring in line with your environment: 

 

• Fulfilment workflow 

• AFX Connector 

• Group Search Filter on AD Account Collector 

• Group Search Filter on Multi App Account Collector 

 

 

6.1 AFX Connector 
As per the Caveats section, this solution requires AFX and assumes an AD connector is already configured and 

bound to AD. 

 

The Update A Group capability is used to directly update the groups in AD with the associated application 

name.   

 

 
 

1. The External_Id is the full DN of the group. Configure this in line with your environment 

 

2. extensionAttribute1 is the attribute within AD that is being used to hold the associated application name. 

If this attribute is unavailable, update the configuration in line with your environment 
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6.2 Fulfilment Workflow 
The solution uses a simple fulfilment workflow to perform the following: 

• Gather all group details from the change request raised 

• Get the individual group details by breaking the list in to individual items using a loop 

• Update the groups directly in AD with the application name selected within the form 

• Error handling 

• Marking the change request as verified once all groups have been successfully updated 

 

The general settings of the workflow are as follows: 
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Details of each node can be found below: 

 

Item 1 - Get All Groups 
A SQL Select node containing the following query within is used to extract a list of the group ids selected from 

the form. 

 

SELECT 

   grp.id GROUP_IDS 

 FROM 

   ( 

     SELECT 

       '"' 

       || replace(extractvalue(xmltype(replace(form_data,'&#' || 'x1;','","') 

),'//entry[string[1]="groups"]/string[2]'),'group_','') 

       || '"' grp_ids 

     FROM 

       pv_change_request 

     WHERE 

       id = '${access_request_requestID}' 

   ), 

   XMLTABLE ( grp_ids ) tbl, 

   pv_user_group grp 

 WHERE 

   TRIM(tbl.column_value) = grp.id 

 

NOTE: The Variable Type is set to Job and referenced later in the workflow. 
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Item 2 - Loop Groups 
Using the GROUP_IDS variable created in the previous step, this Next Value node loops through the list of 

groups and handles them as individual items. 

 

The Target Variable (GROUP_ID) is then refenced later in the workflow.  

 

 
 

Item 3 - Transition Node 
The Transition Node from the loop needs to confirm if there are still items to process or not. This is achieved 

using the Completion Code Type.  

 

This must be set to True. 

 

 
 

Item 4 - Get Group Details 
Using SQL Select node containing the following query, this node extracts the name and full distinguished 

name (DN) of the group. As per the Caveats section above, the DN must be available for this solution to work. 

 

NOTE: The query uses CAS9 as the attribute that contains the DN. Update this to match your environment. 

 

select  name group_name,  

        cas9 group_dn  

from pv_user_group 

where id = '${jobUserData_GROUP_ID}' 

 

NOTE: The Variable Type is set to Job and referenced later in the workflow. 
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Item 5 – Milestone 
The Milestone node is used to provide status updates on the Requests > Request tab. Further details on the 

use of these nodes can be found here - https://community.rsa.com/community/products/governance-and-

lifecycle/blog/2019/12/10/rsa-igl-services-101-explaning-workflow-nodes-milestones 

 

The Milestone references the variables created in the previous step. 

 

 
 

Item 6 - Tag AD Group 
The Provisioning Command Node calls the previously created Update a Group capability on the AFX 

Connector to set the associated application name against the group directly in AD. 

 

The Group Name references the previously created GROUP_DN variable. 

 

extensionAttribute1 uses the application name selected from the Business Source picker within the form. This 

is referenced using the variable: ${PublicData_Tag_AD_Groups_tagged_app} 

 

 
 

NOTE: The AFX Connector must be bound to AD for it to appear under the Business Source drop down list. 

 

 
 

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/governance-and-lifecycle/blog/2019/12/10/rsa-igl-services-101-explaning-workflow-nodes-milestones
https://community.rsa.com/community/products/governance-and-lifecycle/blog/2019/12/10/rsa-igl-services-101-explaning-workflow-nodes-milestones
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Item 7 – Set Value 
The Set Value node is used to capture the response from the previous Provisioning Command Node. The 

values are then captured as variables that can be used throughout the workflow. The purpose of capturing the 

response is to provide error handling. 

 

The node consists of the following 2 Variables: 

 

Name Value 

provMessage ${jobUserData_acm.provisioningCommandStatusMessage} 

provStatus ${jobUserData_acm.provisioningCommandStatusCode} 

 

NOTE: The Value must be identical to the above, this can be copied and pasted. 

 

Item 8 – Check Status 
The Decision Node uses the previously created variable to determine if the request has been successful or 

not. 

 

Successful requests will simply create a Milestone, whilst failed requests will generate an Admin Error. 

 

 
 

Notice how the Left Operand references the variable created in Item 7. 

 

This node then has 2 associated transition nodes used to direct the request accordingly: 

 

Successful Requests = True 

  
 

Failed Requests = False 
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Item 9 – Log Error 
The Create Admin Error node is used to generate an Error message that can be found under the Admin > 

Admin Errors menu. Further details on the use of these nodes can be found here - 

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/governance-and-lifecycle/blog/2020/01/10/rsa-igl-services-

101-explaning-workflow-nodes-create-admin-error 

 

As per the above document, the error message is configured to make it clear and easy to report on (if 

required) 

 

Type User Defined Action 

Priority Medium 

Error Description WARNING | AD Group Tagging | Tagging of AD 
Group ${jobUserData_GROUP_NAME} failed. Error 
Message: ${jobUserData_provMessage} 

 

 
 

The Error Description uses variables created within the workflow to provide dynamic values. 

 

NOTE: If required, the workflow could be easily extended to send an email to the admin team informing them 

that the request has been unsuccessful.  

 

Item 10 – Success 
As mentioned on Item 5, The Milestone node is used to provide status updates on the Requests > Request 

tab. 

 

Once the workflow has successfully transitioned beyond this node, the Complete message will be displayed. 

 

 
  

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/governance-and-lifecycle/blog/2020/01/10/rsa-igl-services-101-explaning-workflow-nodes-create-admin-error
https://community.rsa.com/community/products/governance-and-lifecycle/blog/2020/01/10/rsa-igl-services-101-explaning-workflow-nodes-create-admin-error
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Item 11 - Transition Node 
Again, using the Completion Code type, this Transition Node will determine when there are no more items to 

process. 

 

This must be set to False. 

 

 
 

Item 12 - Mark Verified 
Once all the changes have been made, the Mark Verified node is used to mark the request as Verified 

(Complete). The Complete Status message is used to confirm that all AD group tagging has been completed 

successfully. 
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6.3 Request Form – Associate AD Groups to Applications 
The form for associating AD Groups to Applications will appear as follows: 

 

 
 

6.3.1 General 
The form uses the Global type and consists of 3 fields. The below covers only the items that differ from the 

default behaviour. 

 

 
 

1. This variable is used by the Provisioning Node within fulfilment workflow. 

 

NOTE: If the above variable is not used, it will also need updating within the fulfilment workflow. 

 

2. Processes all fulfilment requests from this form via the newly created fulfilment workflow.  
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6.3.2 Fields 
The following 3 Control Types are used to create this form: 

• Horizontal divider with Title – purely visual, adds a header to the form page 

• Business Source Picker – Displays a pop up for selecting a single application 

• Entitlement Table – Lists all groups collected from AD (depending on filtering) 

 

Horizontal Divider with Title 
As per above, this is purely visual and is used to add a title to the form advising the end user on what is 

required. 
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Business Source Picker 
The Business Source picker displays a pop up to the user where they can select a single application. 

 

The next step is to then select the groups to be associated with the application. 

 

 
 

 

 

1. The variable name is used within the fulfilment workflow.  

 

NOTE: If this differs from the above, the fulfilment workflow will need to be updated accordingly. 

 

2. The question displayed to the user when completing the form. 

 

3. The Business Source Filter can be used to limit what applications are available to select. For example, 

using the out of the box ‘Resource Type’ filter, this could be set to only display applications for selection.   
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Entitlement Table 
Using a filter, the Entitlement Table displays all groups collected in to the AD directory.  

 

The groups selected here will then be associated with the previously selected application. 

 

 
 

 

1. The variable name is used within the fulfilment workflow.  

 

NOTE: If this differs from the above, the fulfilment workflow will need to be updated accordingly. 

 

2. The question displayed to the end user 

 

3. The Entitlement Rule is set to only return entitlements (Groups) within the AD Business Source.  

 

 
 

Using a simple out of the box filter on the Display tab, the Entitlement Table will only be visible once the user 

has selected an application. 
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6.4 Request Form – Remove AD Group Association from Applications 
The form for removing the association of AD Groups to Applications will appear as follows: 

 

 
 

 

6.4.1 General 
The form uses the Global type and consists of 2 fields. The below covers only the items that differ from the 

form configured in the previous step. 

 

 
 

The previous form was for assigning AD Groups to applications. This form is for removing the association of AD 

Group to application, the Form Name must reflect this. 
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6.4.2 Fields 
The following 2 Control Types are used to create this form: 

• Business Source Picker – This is set to the AD Directory as default and hidden from the end user 

• Entitlement Table – Lists all groups that are currently associated with applications 

 

Business Source Picker 
For this form, the Business Source Picker will not be visible to the end user. 

 

 
 

1. The variable name is used within the fulfilment workflow.  

 

NOTE: If this differs from the above, the fulfilment workflow will need to be updated accordingly. 

 

2. The Business Source picker is defaulted to the AD Directory from where the groups were originally 

associated. When an AD Group is associated back to the AD Directory, it will be dropped from the AD 

managed Multi-App collection and re-collected using the Active Directory Account Collector. Because of 

this, we do not want to give the end user the option to select other applications. 

 

This is covered in sections Account Collector and Multi App Collector. 

 

An out of the box condition which will always be met is used to hide this field within the form 
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Entitlement Table 
Using a filter, the Entitlement Table displays only groups which have previously been associated to an 

application.  

 

The groups selected here will then be automatically associated to the AD Directory and after collection, dis-

associated with the previously selected application. 

 

 
  

1. The variable name is used within the fulfilment workflow.  

 

NOTE: If this differs from the above, the fulfilment workflow will need to be updated accordingly. 

 

2. As mentioned, this form is filtered to only display Groups associated to applications. This is achieved by 

referencing the Multi-App collector used for collecting AD Applications. Details on this collector can be 

found below Multi App Collector. 

 

3. The table results are grouped to make it clearer to the end user which application the groups are 

associated to. 
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6.5 Request Button 
A drop-down button named AD Groups to Applications is displayed on the Request > Requests screen 

containing 2 buttons: 

• Associate AD Groups to Applications 

• Remove AD Group to Application Association 

 

 
 

Each button is configured to call the relevant newly created Request Form. 

 

 
 

 
 

If required, the Availability option can be used to control who can see/use this button. Additionally, the button 

can also be added to other locations if required. 
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6.6 Account Collector 
The Group search filter within the existing AD collector is updated to exclude Groups where 

extensionAttribute1 is set to any value except the AD directory name.  

 

This is achieved using the following LDAP filter: 

 

(|(!(extensionAttribute1=*)) 

 

Groups with extensionAttribute1 set to the AD directory name are included using the following filter: 

 

(extensionAttribute1=Active Directory))) 

 

 
 

The reason for this is so that the AD group to application association can be removed, this may be required if it 

was either incorrectly set or is simply no longer required. Groups with extensionAttribute1 set to the AD 

directory name will be excluded from the Multi-App Collector and included under the AD Account Collector. 

 

As configured in the previous step, the Request Form – Remove AD Group Association from Applications will 

automatically set the extensionAttribute1 to AD directory name value. 
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6.7 Multi App Collector 
The Multi App Account Collector uses the Active Directory Data Source Type and uses the same connection 

details and base DN as the AD directory account collector.  

 

This collector only collects Groups. 

 

 
 

Opposite to the Account Collector, the Group search filter within the Multi-App Collector is updated to include 

Groups where extensionAttribute1 is set to any value except the AD directory name.  

 

This is achieved using the following LDAP filter: 

 

(extensionAttribute1=*) 

 

Groups with extensionAttribute1 set to the AD directory name are excluded using the following filter: 

 

(!(extensionAttribute1=Active Directory))) 
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The mandatory Application attribute uses extensionAttribute1 to associate the AD Group to the application. 

As extensionAttribute1 contains the application Name, the Application Resolution Rule is configured 

accordingly. 

 

 
 

 

As this collector does not collect accounts, the Group Member Accounts are resolved to accounts collected 

from the primary AD collector. The Member attribute maps to the account DN (External ID). 

 

 
 

Sub-groups are resolved using both collectors and map using the Name attribute. 
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6.8 Application Creation 
6.8.1 General 

For the application to appear for selection to associated AD groups within the form, it must first be created 

within RSA IGL. 

 

When creating the application, the Directory for Accounts must be set to the AD directory.  

 

 
 

 

NOTE: The Directory for Accounts must be set to the AD directory for all AD managed applications 

 

From an end user/requestor perspective, although they’re requesting for access to a specific application, from 

a fulfilment perspective we require the users AD account to be added to certain AD groups. If the Directory for 

Accounts is not set, RSA IGL will try and create a new account within the application, which is incorrect.  

 

As mentioned in the Caveats section, assigning the Directory for Accounts will result in the Accounts tab of the 

application returning all AD accounts.  
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6.8.2 Who Has Access 
In version 7.2, the Who Has Access tab is now populated for applications that  contain only groups. This means 

the Who Has Access tab can be used as quick and easy way of seeing which users have access to the 

application. 

 

In previous versions, this tab is only populated when applications collect Application Roles and/or 

Entitlements.  

 

 
 

However, as mentioned above, the accounts tab will list all accounts from the AD directory, not just those 

with access to the application. The Security Context and Object Dashboard covered in the next sections can be 

used to help provide a list of only those accounts which have access to the AD application.  
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6.8.3 Security Context 
The permissions of the Application Business Owner can be updated to also provide them with visibility of the 

User > Groups menu. From here it will list only the Groups associated to the application they are the owner of. 

 

 
 

As an Application Business Owner, it’s then possible to drill down on the Group to display the Members. 

 

 
 

This is achieved by uploading the following line within the Security Context file: 

 

SECURE_OBJECT_TYPE,NAME,ACTION,IMPLICIT_HAS_QUERY,IMPLICIT_BS_CHANGE,IMPLICIT_BU_CHANGE,S

COPE_TABLE,SCOPE_FILTER 

Group,Application Business Owner,View,scope,,,t_groups,application_id in (select id from t_applications 

where business_owner=${id} and resource_type='A' and is_deleted='FALSE')  

 

Refer to the following Community Blog Post for details on how to correctly use and upload Security Context 

files. 

 

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/governance-and-lifecycle/blog/2018/11/21/security-

context 

 

NOTE: As stated in the above Blog Post, update of Security Context is for advanced users only.  

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/governance-and-lifecycle/blog/2018/11/21/security-context
https://community.rsa.com/community/products/governance-and-lifecycle/blog/2018/11/21/security-context
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6.8.4 Object Dashboard 
An Object Dashboard on the application can be used to dynamically list all accounts with access to that 

specific application. 

 

 
 

The report is created using the following query: 

 

(SELECT --GROUP SUMMARY 

vag.NAME as GROUPNAME, 

pacc.NAME as ACCNAME, 

CASE 

    WHEN pacc.ORPHANED_DATE IS NOT NULL THEN '**ORPHAN ACCOUNT**' 

    ELSE pusr.FIRST_NAME||' '||pusr.LAST_NAME 

END AS FULLNAME, 

pusr.USER_ID, 

pusr.IS_TERMINATED, 

pacc.LAST_LOGIN_DATE, 

CASE 

WHEN pacc.IS_DISABLED = '1' THEN 'True'  

ELSE 'False' 

END AS ISDISABLED 

FROM  

avuser.V_ACCOUNTS_TO_GROUPS vatg 

LEFT JOIN avuser.PV_ACCOUNT pacc  

ON vatg.ACCOUNT_ID = pacc.ID 

LEFT JOIN avuser.V_ALL_GROUPS vag 

ON vatg.GROUP_ID = vag.ID 

LEFT JOIN avuser.PV_USER_ACCOUNT_MAPPING puam 

ON puam.ACCOUNT_ID = pacc.ID 

LEFT JOIN avuser.PV_USERS pusr 

ON puam.USER_ID = pusr.ID 

WHERE vag.APPLICATION_ID = :TargetObjectID 

ORDER BY vag.NAME ASC) 
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6.9 Access Request 
If users can request access to AD applications via RSA IGL using the Access Request module, the following must 

be configured on all of the AD managed applications. 

 

6.9.1 AFX Connector Binding 
The application must be bound to the AD directory AFX Connector. This will then call the Add Account to AD 

Group capability when users request access to AD applications. 

 

6.9.2 Account Templates 
If it’s likely that a user requests access to an AD Application that doesn’t already have an AD Account, the 

Account Templates from the AD directory can be re-used.  

 

This would result in an additional Create Account request being raised that will be fulfilled using the Create 

Account capability on the AD directory AFX Connector. 

 

 
 

 

6.9.3 Fulfilment Workflow 
The AD managed applications must be configured to use the same AFX Fulfilment workflow as assigned to the 

AD directory. 
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7 APPENDIX 

7.1 Approval Workflows 
NOTE: This section is only relevant when different approval workflows are assigned to the primary Active 

Directory and the AD Managed Application/s. 

 

When approval workflows are assigned directly against both the Active Directory directory and the AD 

Managed Application/s, both approval workflows will be called when a request is raised for access to an AD 

Managed Application – this is the out of the box behaviour.  

 

This is because the AD Managed Application uses the Active Directory as the ‘Directory for Accounts’. 

 

Active Directory Approval Workflow: 

 
 

AD Managed Application Approval Workflow: 

 
 

From the following screenshot, you can see that when a request is raised to add a user to an AD Managed 

Application, both approval workflows are called. These must both be approved before the request can 

proceed to fulfilment. 

 

 
 

Continued on next page.. 
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Calling both Approval workflows could result in duplication of effort and frustration for approvers, or it may be 

sufficient that approval is only required from the AD Managed Application. 

 

If so, a change can be made to the Active Directory Approval workflow to by-pass approval for any changes 

that relate to an AD Managed Application, as per the following example. 

 

 

 
 

1. SQL Query to calculate if the requested change is as a result of a user requesting access to an AD 

Managed Application. 

 

The DC_NAME filter (highlighted) must be updated to name of the Multi App Account Collector used to 

collect AD Managed Applications. 

 

SELECT 

    CASE WHEN '${access_request_requestID}' IN 

        (SELECT DISTINCT 

            CHANGE_REQUEST_ID 

        FROM PV_CHANGE_REQUEST_DETAIL 

        WHERE VALUE_NAME IN  

            (SELECT DISTINCT NAME FROM V_ALL_GROUPS 

            WHERE DC_NAME = 'MAADC - RSA AD Based Applications' 

            AND DELETED = 'FALSE')) 

    THEN 'TRUE' 

    ELSE 'FALSE' 

    END as ADMNGAPP 

FROM DUAL 

 

The output is saved as a Job Variable. 

 

Continued on next page… 
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2. Decision Node referencing the result of the query from step 1.  

 

 
 

If the request was raised as a result of a user requesting access to an AD Managed Application (True), 

then the Approval Node will be bypassed. 

 

3. Milestone node used to provide logging within the change request details. This node simply adds a note 

to confirm that the request was auto approved. 

 

 
 

This end result will appear as follows: 

1. Supervisor Approval occurs as per default process 

2. Approval assigned as configured in the AD Managed application approval workflow. 

3. Active Directory Approval workflow skipped. Milestone node updates the details to confirm the request 

was ‘auto approved’. 

 

 
 

Once approval is received from the AD Managed application approver, the request will proceed to fulfilment.  
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7.2 Use Cases 
7.2.1 User Access 

When looking at a user’s access, the groups associated to an application can be separated based on the 

Business Source Name. These also no longer appear under the AD directory (Active Directory). 

 

This makes it much clearer to see exactly what application access the user has.  

 

 
 

7.2.2 User Access Review 
Within User Access Reviews, the AD managed applications are separated from the AD directory. 

 

From a Reviewer perspective, this makes it much simpler to understand what application access the user has 

and provides them with the details required to make a decision on whether it should be Maintained or 

Revoked. 

 

 
 

Selecting Revoke would then use the Remove Account from AD Group capability to remove the access.  
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7.2.3 Access Request 
When requesting access, the user will be displayed the meaningful application name to select.  

 

This will then show a list of AD groups associated to that application for selection. From an end user perspective, 

this is a far better experience than trying to locate specific AD groups under the AD directory. 
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